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Purpose  
The intent of this approach is to align to the overarching EHS Policy and our core values,  
and to further articulate our commitment to safe and reliable operations. 

Scope 
The Company’s commitment to process safety applies to all persons involved in the Company’s 
operations including, but not limited to, Company employees, officers, directors, contractors  
and consultants.  

OUR APPROACH  
The inherent risks associated with the products and assets that we manage are complex and ever present. 
AltaGas, and its Midstream and Utilities businesses, apply a risk-based approach to process safety. Both 
our Midstream and Utility business units have process safety management systems that ensure asset 
integrity, regulatory compliance, and resiliency in respect of both human factors and engineering design 
and operation. Process safety and asset integrity are at the core to how AltaGas proactively manages risks 
and is aligned to our mission statement and values, and to accredited industry engineering organizations 
and authorities. Through this lens, we empower our Midstream and Utilities process safety and technical 
teams to safeguard our assets, including the maintenance and safe operation of our assets, through 
standards, processes and systems encompassed in our management systems. When we are developing 
new projects or project expansions, this begins with the engineering design and construction, and, with all 
of our assets, continues through the operation and maintenance so that our assets continue to operate in 
a way that meets or exceed regulatory requirements within each jurisdiction. We use techniques such as 
hazard identification, risk mitigation, incident investigation, audit, and corrective action processes to 
continuously improve our safeguard barriers to prevent loss of containment and integrity incidents and to 
improve the safety and reliability of our assets. Our Environment, Health & Safety Policy and Core Values 
set both our high expectations as to how personnel will comply with our corporate policies and standards, 
and the operations and maintenance standards and programs, which serve as operational controls in our 
management systems. AltaGas fosters a robust safety culture which creates an environment where 
employees are empowered to report hazards, incidents, and near-misses in accordance with operating 
division management system requirements. 
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